General Information

- While in The Field You Must Have All of the Following (page 8)
- All Javelina Harvests Must Be Tagged (pages 29–30)
- License Requirements and Fees (see pages 8–13)
- Legal Sporting Arms for Javelina Hunting (specified by hunt code, see page 28)
- Hunting on Military Reservations (see page 40)
- Youth-only Hunts (see page 14)
- Bag limit: one javelina

Javelina Draw Licenses

The deadline to apply for javelina draw licenses is March 18, 2020. Up to four persons may apply per application. Successful applicants will be mailed a javelina draw license/tag unless the E-Tag option is chosen. The license includes a hunt code and description of the unit, sporting-arm type, season dates and bag limit. Tags include instructions for proper tagging.

WMAs open to javelina hunting: Prairie-Chicken WMAs - Black Hills (East and West), Claudell; Crossroads 1–5; Gallina Wells 1, 1A, 1B and 2–6; Liberty; Marshall; Milnesand; Bluit (North, South and East); Wayside; Antelope Flats; Bledsoe; Little Dipper; Pitchfork; Ranger Lake; and Sandhills Prairie Conservation Area. JAV-1-100, JAV-1-104 and JAV-2-103 Hunts: Javelina will be in small, isolated groups except in Units 23–27. Before hunting on McGregor Range/Fort Bliss, all hunters are required to have proof of passing a certified hunter education course (page 18).

Extended Seasons for Javelina: (JAV-1-100, JAV-1-104 and JAV-2-103) Properly licensed deer or elk hunters who possess a JAV-1-100, JAV-1-104 or JAV-2-103 license may hunt javelina outside of the published javelina hunt dates, but only during the dates and in the unit or units of their deer or elk hunt, if open for javelina hunting. Hunters must use the same weapon type listed on their deer or elk license. The E-Tag option is not available for these three hunt codes.

Over-the-Counter Licenses

Licenses and tags are available at NMDGF offices, license vendors, online and by telephone. Online and telephone purchases must be made at least 14 days prior to hunt start date to allow mailing of tags unless the E-Tag option is chosen.